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Wellness Center looks to expand health services
By Victor F. Long
News Editor

The UNF Wellness Center is
evaluating
the
possibility
of
expanding student health services
in the coming year by cost-sharing
with
community
medical
organizations.
UNF Director of
Student Health Services,
Joan
Nicholson said a need for expanded
services has been demonstrated, but
the expense for on-campus services
would be prohibitive.
’’The services that we are looking
for are illness/injury services only.
We are not looking for preventative
services like a Pap smear for
females
or
STD
(sexually
transmitted disease) testing or
anything of that nature.
The
services we are looking for are if
someone is sick and needs a
physical exam by an M.D., he or
she can get.”
Nicholson said the current plan
is
to screen students at the
Wellness Center and, if the
condition
warrants,
send
the
student to an urgent care center or
hospital emergency room. "We are
staffed by professional nurses and
can administer first aid, but we
cannot dispense any medication."
According to a report done by the
Student Health Task Force (STHF),
it would cost $14,306 per month for

supplies to operate a full-time
facility at UNF in addition to
current center operation costs.
Nicholson said this does not include
salaries for a staff at an infirmary,
which would cost between $85,000
and $140,000 a year. The Wellness
Center’s current budget is $178,000.
"The committee decided the most
economically
feasible
situation
would be a co-payment type of
arrangement; a community agency
will provide the services with the
Wellness Center and the students
picking up the remainder. We are
looking at a cost of about $10 to the
student for visits during normal
business hours," Nicholson said.
She said current plans for the
Andrew A. Robinson Student Life
Center include a two bed infirmary,
but it will be operated much like the
Wellness
Center
is
currently
operated. Students will be able to go
to the center for initial evaluations,
and the center will continue to offer
a variety of courses to help students
stay healthy, but will not dispense
any medication.
Students will have to provide
their own transportation to any off
campus facility.
Vice-President for Student Affairs
Bernadine
Bolden,
said
the
expansion of the Wellness Centers

is needed to meet the needs of the
changing student body. "We do not
have an infirmary.
We have
nurses who cannot legally give you
any medication. What they can do
is look at certain symptoms and
recommend you see a doctor."
"In order to give medication or
perform tests, they would have to
be contracted with
a , physician,"
Bolden said that is what this is all
about. We have looked at what kinds
of services are offered to students at
other
campuses;
how
much

those services cost and what would
be appropriate to offer to our
students to better meet medical
needs."
Bolden said in addition to the
prohibitve costs involved with
financing
an
on-campus
infirmary, the university would
also have to carry malpractice
insurance and ultimately the
university would be liable for any
services rendered.
"We did a preliminary, nonscientific, sampling of students

(See Wellness, page 11)

UNF Cross country wins Jax title
By Anne Patrice Clarke
Sports Editor

The first cross-country meet of
the year put the University of North
Florida on top of the pack.
The UNF men’s cross country
team won the Sept. 10 Greater
Jacksonville
Cross
Country

Runner Alton Barnes. SeeJCC
Invitational results page 14.
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Invitational Meet at Jacksonville
University.
The men's team beat
the University of Florida in the five
mile course, while the women's
team came in second behind
Florida in the 3.2 mile course.
Freshman Eamon Grimes
proved himself with a first place
team finish.
Grimes is a new
addition to the Irish connection on
the UNF cross country team. Tony
Ryan and Declan Doyle are the
current runners from Ireland.
In college competition, Florida
had three runners in the top 10 and
UNF placed four in the top 10:
Eamon Grimes 27:09, Alton Barnes
27:28, Earl Stoner 27:43, and Tony
Ryan 28:04.
The women's race was not so easy
for UNF.
Six Florida women
finished ahead of UNF in the top 10.
Lisa Emry, a UNF senior, crossed
the finish line in ninth place overall
(19:27) but first on the team.
"It was an excellent first meet,"
Symons said. "Beating Florida was
nice, but we still have a long way to
go. We know where we stand with
our training and mental focus and
we know what needs to be worked
on to reach our goal."
The goal is to repeat as district
and state champions, and take the
first Cross Country NAIA National
Championship for UNF.

Photo by Susan P. Stanton

Belinda Browning in a kiln used by the Potter's Guild for
glazing. Browning is currently serving as guild president.
See story, page 7.
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THE PROTESTERS, AS SEEN BY MOVIEGOERS:
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TITILLATING

SEE FOR
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WHAT ALL
FUSS
IS ABOUT

And the losers are ...
Talk of winning the lottery is running rampant these days.
It's a shame the odds are one in 14 million.
Sure, we all like to dream about what we could do with
$52 million. It's no sin to dream. Fifty-two million dollars will
get you a house (mansion), a car (BMW), possibly the
Chrysler Corporation and anything else you
may desire—including the hearts of each and every charity known
toman.
Most will argue that spending a few dollars on a ticket
each week is well worth the chance to win a fortune. True enough.
But the lottery is not perfect.
It is now im possible to buy something as simple as a candy
bar at a grocery or convenience store in under 30 minutes. It is
a less-than-wonderful experience waiting in line to pay 47
cents while an lderly gentleman tries to remember his
anniversary date to use as a winning lottery number. Fifty years
of marriage—it's a sure thing!
Winn-Dixie just made the decision to stop selling lottery
tickets in their stores. The word from the top was, "People prefer
easy shopping to easy money." Apparently management
thought the lottery tickets were just too much of a hassle all
the way around.
Of course, the lottery does provide millions of Floridians with a
conversation topic. Before the lottery, people who didn’t
know anyone at a get-together were forced to talk about the
weather. Now, the popular subject of small talk is criticism of
the person who actually won, and the reasons that person didn't
deserve it. Usually followed by, "Imagine what you could do
with $52 million" and a list of the first things you would buy.
There is always someone in the group who will say, "Yeah, but
you don't get the $52 million right away. After taxes, you only
get $1.2 million for each of the next 20 years."
Imagine that. Being forced to live on $1.2 million in a single
year!
While the lottery does a fine job of contributing to shopping
hardships and chatter, it seems to be doing little for what it
was supposed to. The voters of Florida were convinced the lottery
was going to give our educational system a boost in the
financial department. Actually, we were led to believe that all
sales that didn't go into the prize pool, would be generously given to
Florida's education system. Let's face it, we were suckered.
True, money from lottery sales is being channelled into
education. Unfortunately, the amount of money we will get will
be only a fraction of what we expected.
Other states whose lottery revenues have been targeted for
education seem to have a problem. It seems the legislators give the
lottery revenue to education, while removing other sources
of funding. So while we believed our educational system would
experience an increase in funding, it will most likely change
very little. Once again we fall victims to those silver-tongued
politicians.
Maybe every Floridian should buy a lottery ticket and donate it to
our educational system before the winning numbers are
announced.
Who knows? We might even win.

The Spinnaker welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed, including
the author's address and telephone number. All letters will be edited for spelling,
grammatical and style errors as well as for length.
This public document was printed at a cost of $526, or 15.0286 cents per copy, to

inform the students, faculty and staff of the University of North Florida about news
of interest.

“Last Temptation” not
worth the media hype
By Victor F. Long
News Editor

The Last Temptation of
finally
came
to
Jacksonville September 9, and
was
protested
at
the
Baymeadows 8 Theaters as it
has
been
throughout
the
country. Area religious leaders
and their followers waved signs
such as, "See me before you see
the movie,” and "Don’t buy a
Christ

ticket to Hell."
They seemed particularly
glad to see me because I had a
camera and I ran around
taking pictures of them along
with a camera crew from
channel 12 and a reporter from
the Florida Times-Union. The
pregame show aside, The Last
Temptation of Christ
was
pretty boring.
The movie depends a great
deal on the viewer’s knowledge
of the bible, and in my opinion,
the movie may help to draw
some people nearer to Christ
because it presents his human
side. Seeing Jesus deal with the
problems of being a man helped
me to appreciate the sacrifices
he made.
There are some parts in the
film that seem to have no
bearing whatsoever on the story,
though.
In one scene, after
Jesus goes to the desert and is
tempted by Satan, he returns to
his disciples and pulls his heart
out of his chest. Though this
scene was intended to invoke an
emotional response, it seemed

more appropriate for a "Friday
the 13th" movie. It left me cold.
The much argued dream
sequence was boring also.
Perhaps tedious would be a
better word. I can easily see
where the protesters took issue
with that part of the movie,
though.
The movie is around two and
one-half hours long, and the
dream sequence is in the last 30
minutes of the film. By then I
was ready to leave and had to go
to the bathroom. The dream
sequence was too long and could
have been cut down a great deal.
If it had been better edited, I
think it would have made a
much stronger statement. The
movie as a whole could have
been better edited.
If you are dying to see what
all the fuss is about, go see the
movie but go to a matinee - you
will want to protest the price if
you go in the evening.
Otherwise, the movie is a
news source. The protesters are
exercising their rights of free
speech and assembly, and it is
nice to see some people who feel
strongly about something and
are willing to voice their opinion
publicly.
There were at least ten police
officers at the theater when I
went, and two of them told me
the movie wouldn’t have made it
if there hadn’t been so much
fuss about it.
I agree.

Corrections:
In the Sept. 6 article, ’’Interim-President brings conservative values to UNF"
a reference was made to a death at a dormitory in Gainesville. The victim was
reported to be a student, but in fact, was only a visitor to the UF campus.
In addition, a brief on page 3 concerning a Greenpeace boycott reported
that Nike, Puma, and New Balance use kangaroo leather in some of their shoes.
Adidas is the only current manufacturer who uses that type of leather. Nike,
Puma and New Balance have discontinued their use of kangaroo leather.

The next issue of

THE SPINNAKER
will appear on Oct. 4.
(Deadline for submissions is Sept. 27)
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Briefs
Shearing to perform
English pianist and composer,
George Shearing will lead off the
second annual University of North
Florida Jazz Series on Sept. 22 with
his duo, featuring Neil Swainson.
Shearing, blind since birth, was
classically trained and gained fame
as a jazz pianist.
The jazz series benefits UNF’s
American
Music
Program
by
providing
scholarships
and
bringing jazz artists/educators to
perform and teach clinics at UNF.
The Marian McPartland Duo and
the John Schofield Band are
scheduled to perform later in this
year’s series.
Tickets for the series are
available through the UNF Office of
University Relations, 646-2510.

New UNF
alcohol policy
The UNF Food Service Department
has adopted a new alcohol policy
which will be effective Oct. 1, 1988.
Groups wishing to serve beer or
wine at an event being catered by
the UNF Food Service must buy
their own beer or wine.
Food Service Director, Steve Rider
says a new interpretation of the
beer and wine law has caused the
University to change its license.
Food service will provide storage of
beer or wine purchased for an
event, and deliver the alcohol at the
time of the event.
Rider says this policy does not
include functions at the Boathouse
and the Boathouse will continue to
sell beer and wine during regular
operating hours

Lost and Found
The University Police Department
is currently holding items turned
in as lost for at least 30 days. After
that time, unclaimed items are
turned over to the director of
Campus Life and Housing for
safekeeping until they are put up
for auction.
Items at UPD’s lost and found
now include keys, watches, books
and umbrellas. To check if items
lost in the last two months have
been turned in, go to UPD Bldg. 4,
Room 1402.

George Shearing

EVENTS CALENDAR
By Patricia G. Cheney
Associate Editor

Schedule of events subject to
change.

AUCTION-------------------Osprey Club Auction. 8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 23. Omni Hotel.

FESTIVAL------------------Clubfest. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 21. UNF Green.
Wellness Fair. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 28. UNF
Courtyard.
Oktoberfest. Noon-6 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 1. UNF Green.

FILMS-----------------------CONCERTS----------------- Moonstruck.
(PG-13) SGA/UPB
George Shearing Duo
movie. 8:30 p.m. Firday, Sept. 23.
featuring Neil Swainson. The UNF Boathouse.
first performance of the second
Small Change. The Film

annual UNF Jazz Series to benefit
the UNF American Music
Scholarship Fund. 8 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 22. UNF Theatre.
Info 646-2510.
Coffee Series. Jacksonville
Symphony Orchestra. 11 a.m.
Friday, Sept. 23. Roger Nierenberg,
conductor. Little Theater, Civic
Auditorium. Info 354-5479.

Connoisseur Series.

Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra.
Roger Nierenberg, conductor. 8
p.m. Friday, Sept. 23. Little
Theater, Civic Auditorium. Info
354-5479.
Flamin’ Lips. Saturday, Sept.
24. Einstein-A-GoGo. Info 249-4646.
Jazz at the Boathouse. UNF
jazz combos. 8 p.m. Wednesday,
Sept. 14. UNF Boathouse. Info 6462960.
Classical Series. Jacksonville
Symphony Orchestra. Philip Pan,
violin. Roger Nierenberg,
conductor. 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
Sept. 29. and 8:30 p.m. Friday, Sept.
30. Civic Auditorium. Info 3545479.

EXHIBIT--------------------Art Faculty Exhibit. Opening.
7-9 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 4. Exhibit
will continue through Oct. 27. UNF
Gallery.

Institute of Jacksonville presents
Francois Truffaut's 1976 classic.
2:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday,
Sept. 24 and 25. McManus Gallery,
Jacksonville Art Museum. Info 3988336.

PLAY-------------------------Showboat. Musical-comedy about

the riverboat days along the
Mississippi River. Through Nov. 6.
Alhambra Dinner Theatre. Info
641-1212.

POETRY READING-----Originals and Favorites. 7
p.m.-Midnight. Wednesday, Sept.
21. Einstein-A-GoGo. Info 2494646.

SPORTS----------------------Fun Walk. To commemorate the
opening of the Dames Point Bridge.
Sponsored by the American Lung
Association of Florida, Northeast
Branch. 8:45 a.m. Saturday, Sept.
24. Dames Point Bridge. Info 7432933.
Soccer. Octoberfest men’s and
women’s soccer tournament vs.
FCCJ South Campus and Rollins
College, Oct. 1.

Send information for the calendar
to The Spinnaker office in Bldg. 3,
room 2244.

Campus crime watch
From the UPD blotter:
Aug 22 - Traffic accident in lot 2.
A student was backing out of a
parking space when struck from
behind. Est. $150 damage to each
vehicle.
Aug 24 - a man was arrested for
driving with a suspended license
after being stopped for possible
DUI.
Aug. 27 - A car was broken into
at student housing.
Police said
there was no evidence of forced
entry, and the victim reported one
window was partially open.
A
purse and bag of clothing valued at
$115 was taken.
Aug. 27 - A car covervalued at
$60 was taken from parked car at
student housing.
Aug. 29 - Hand truck taken
from office in Bldg. 8 valued at $75.
Police said the hand truck was not
university property.
Aug. 30 - Female resident at
student housing reported several
harrassing phone calls. Lt. John
Coughlin with UPD said the calls
have stopped, but they are contiuing
their investigation.
Aug. 31 -- ’84 Ford station wagon
broken into
after being left
overnight in lot 5. Lt. Coughlin
said the burlar broke in by
smashing the right front window
and took a bassoon owned by UNF
valued at $1,024.
Aug. 31 - Two ceramic pieces
were reported stolen from Bldg. 819
sometime between Aug. 24
and
Aug. 31. No value was given.
Sept. 2 - Theft of an 18 carat gold
ring from student housing.
Lt.
Coughlin said there were no signs
of forced entry at the apartment.
The ring was valued at $400.
Sept. 3 - a young man was
flagged down by campus police
after running a stop sign at lot 2
and UNF Drive. The police officer
approached the car and asked the
man to step out because the officer
detected a strong odor of alcohol.
The man sped away from the scene
and was chased down St. John’s
Bluff to J. Turner Butler Boulevard.
The man then told the officer UPD
could not arrest him since he was
not on UNF property. UPD arrested
him and charged him with DUI
and using an improper tag.
(Blood/Alcohol 13.6 percent)
Sept. 3 - A man was arrested for
an oustanding theft warrant at the
housing complex. A juvenile with
the man also was arrested for
possesion of drug paraphenelia.

Sept. 4 - Two students were
stopped while taking a box of copier
paper from Bldg. 1. According Lt.
Coughlin, the students behaved
suspiciously and were questioned
by the officer. One of the students
became visibly upset, and changed
his story while being questioned.
They were issued misdemeanor
citations and released.
Sept 6 - Theft of a tag from a car
parked in lot 10. Tag # CLN - 77H
(FL).
Sept. 6 - Theft of three gold
necklaces with a total value of $850
from a room in student housing.
According to Lt. Coughlin, there
were no signs of forced entry.
Sept 7 - A woman in student
housing reported receiving several
obscene phone calls since Aug. 31.
Coughlin said the woman reported
no threats had been made, just
obscene statements. He said there
are no suspects, but UPD is
continuing to
investigate
the
problem.
Sept 7 - Theft of a leather folder
and hand bound notebook valued at
$20 was taken from the fourth floor
of the Carpenter Library. Lt.
Coughlin said the victim went to
use the copiers on the second floor,
and when he returned the items
were meeting.
Sept. 9 - Someone broke into the
dugout at the baseball stadium and
took a radar gun used to time
baseball pitchers, a circular saw,
and a 3/8 drill. Lt. Coughlin said
the entrance to the
dugout
appeared to have been jimmied, as
was the locker containing the items
whose total value was $925.
Sept.12 - Police and Wellness
Center personnel responded to a
student complaining of chest pains
at the Carpenter Library.
Lt.
Coughlin said the student was
taken to the Wellness Center for
observation.
Sept. 13 - A man working with a
vending company appeared to have
had an epileptic seizure at the
vending area outside Bldg. 2.
Police
and
Wellness
Center
personnel responded, and the man
was taken to the Wellness Center
until his supervisor arrived.
Sept 15 - Police discovered a
stolen car after a jogger reported
the vehicle on the north fence line.
Lt. Coughlin said the '86 Chevrolet
Camaro had been stolen from
Mayport Naval Station June 26,
1988. He said a large section of
fence had been torn down and the
car was driven well into the woods.

UPB FILMS
MOONSTRUCK

Planes, Trains I
and Automobiles

Friday
September 23
8:00p.m.
@ the Boathouse

Friday
October 7
8:00 p.m.
@ the Boathouse

ADMISSION FREE TO
STUDENTS WITH UNF ID
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Mabrey's “20th Century Music” an interesting experience
By Anne Patrice Clarke
Staff

"It will have some structure but
I’ve been practicing several months
and have yet to hear it.” Those were
Director
Charlotte
Mabrey’s
opening remarks at her concert
entitled "An Evening of 20th
Century Music."
Twentieth century music could
be best described as performance
art. "Sure, it is more like theatrics
combined with musical tones,"
Mabrey confirmed. "The theatrics
makes the music."
After her first piece on tympani,
a child interupted the concert
stillness with, "I wanna go home
mom."
Mabrey answered, "Ahh,
thanks for the intermission. Me
too," and put the audience in a state
of constant laughter which lasted
the
With four mallots in hand
Mabrey played another solo with a
bit more melody than the first solo
piece. As she finished the audience
came to their feet with applause.
Mabrey walked off clinching fists,
quite like Boris Becker or Bjorn
Borg after a championship win,
with a smile to match.
Mabrey began her musical
career in the fifth grade. "It was a
scam by the music store.
They
came to the grade school assembly
and said, ’who wants to play this,’
holding up a snare drum. I raised
my hand, 'I do’."
"I was hooked," Mabrey said. "It
was like magic on the drum. It felt
different."
Her parents seemed to have
mixed opinions. ’’They both were
proud that I was involved in
something
and
that
I
had
direction,” Mabrey confirmed. "But
they were worried that you can’t
make a living at it (music)."
"I will say it was never easy,"
laughed Mabrey. "I have had all
kinds of jobs."
Mabrey went to LSU as a
freshman music major because "it
was what I liked best.
I saw a
woman getting paid for playing
cello and I knew it was possible (to
get paid for playing music)."

Mabrey left LSU for the University
of Illinois where she received a
bachelor’s and master’s degree in
applied music. The transfer was
made because of the quality in the
percussion department at Illinois.
Mabrey found a job in
Jacksonville through a music trade
magazine.
In 1978, she played
percussion for the Jacksonville
Symphony part-time. "I was only
paid $2,500," said Mabrey. "I was
taking the place of a guy for one
year, but he never returned."
Jacksonville became home for
Mabrey. "My salary went up and I
became full-time at the symphony."
UNF’s Dr. Leonard Bowie
latched onto Mabrey in 1981. "At
that
time
the
UNF
music
department had only keyboard and
voice," Mabrey said. "I was to be a
one year visiting professor and my
name would be in an applicant pool
for the next year."
The second year Mabrey got the
job and is now entering her eighth
year at UNF and tenth year with the
Jacksonville Symphony.
Mabrey’s students retain the
importance of purely loving music.
"Employment is not the focus of my
lessons. Students need to decide the
importance of music in their lives,
then concentrate on one area of
speciality," she said.
It took as tough attitude to get
funding for her twentieth century
music concerts.
"I asked for
funding from SGA in February and
it was to come out of next year's
budget. Problems arose and I said I
would pay for the event out of my
own pocket. I wanted to do it (the
concert)
no
matter
what.
Musicians are usually willing to
work for peanuts and I knew my
friends would do it." Mabrey said.
As it turned out Jack
Funkhouser, associate professor of
music at UNF, loaned Mabrey the
money from the international event
series fund. "It took a lot out of me
to get the funding," said Mabrey.
The concert must have taken a
lot out of her as well. The next piece

Values task force to examine
moral and academic policies
By Jeff Maher

policies and programs of the
university. The group will then
how
well
the
UNF
UNF Interim-President Roy E. assess
McTarnaghan, Ph. D., has recently curriculum reflects the values
formed a Values Task Force adopted by the BOR and make
suggestions to the faculty about
committee at UNF.
changes
in
the
According to McTarnaghan, possible
Joan Ruffier, chairperson of the curriculum.
The Interpersonal Relations
Board of Regents (BOR), has asked
the State University System (SUS) to Group, headed by McTarnaghan,
"identify those moral values we will focus on the non-academic
wish our academic community to areas of the university, such as the
relationship between students and
reflect."
Each of the nine state faculty. The group will assess how
universities has been asked to well these areas reflect the BOR
establish a Task Force on Values values and possibly reccomend
(VTF) and submit a final report to changes in the programs and
policies.
the BOR by December.
The Human Community Group,
Dr. Robert Loftin, UNF professor
of philosophy and chairperson for headed by Dr. Warren Hodge, will
the UNF committee, said the VTF look at UNF programs and policies
will be looking at the university's that extend regionally, nationally
programs in light of the values and internationally.
The Values Task Force is hoping
adopted by the BOR in August,
to make positive recommendations
1987
The VTF will be broken down in all areas concerning UNF,
into three smaller groups, Loftin McTarnaghan said
The first meeting of the VTF was
said. These groups . will each focus
on a subject area of concern to held Sept. 2. The group will meet
every week until Dec. 1-, when it will
UNF.
The Curriculum Group, headed present its final report.
by Loftin, will look at the academic
Staff

Mabrey introduced as being 'fun.
"Okay folks, go find your watch,
this is a timed piece, fasten your
seat belts, it’s gonna be a long ride."
Vote of Confidence, a piece
performed with three amplified
triangles.
Mabrey
was
accompanied by Lee Fegan, a
current
student,
and
Barry
Olsavsky a former student who now
participates in the Jacksonville
Symphony.
Besides the constant facial
gestures to the crowd, the trio
attracted attention with costumes.
Olsavsky had a pony tail, bobbie
socks, a tux shirt, and surf shorts,
while Fegan wore an Amish
brimmed hat and droopy clothing.
A fight over the triangle was the
highlight of the piece.
Mabrey
snatched the triangle to instruct
Olsavsky of correct methods. The
choreography of performance is
written into the piece?
Pete Wright, clarinet, played
with Mabrey on the next piece

which
was
a
much
lighter
arrangemen
of
contemporary
music.
A single base drum was the
center of attention on the next
arrangement with Ricky Kirkland,
Olsavsky, and Fegan. The vocals
and drum malloting was an array
of mixed emotions that kept the
audience on their toes.
It was quite like what headliner,
Bob White did in the finale of the
show.
Mabrey was on stage in swim
goggles repeating the line, "I am
standing here waiting for you to say
something," with different vocal
arrangements.
Meanwhile soft
jazz played overhead. The audience
responded to Mabrey,
saying:
"what do you want us to say?"
Then, just as the audience began
to chuckle at Mabrey’s odd activity,
a chain saw was revved in the back
of the UNF theatre by actor Bob
White.

Tutoring Schedule for Fall '88
Academic Enrichment and Skills
Center
Tutoring Schedule for Fall 1988
Writing for Accounting
Mon. 10 to 12, Wed. 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Inter. Accounting (1,2, &3)
Mon through Thurs 9 to noon and
Tues & Thurs 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Accounting & Finance
(Prin. I and II)
Mon & Wed 12:30 to 3:00 p.m. &
5 to 7:30 p.m.
Tues & Thurs 2 to 7 p.m.
Prod-Oper-Log of Mgmt.
Mon 9 to 11, Tues 1:30 to 3
Wed 2 to 5, Thurs 3 to 6 p.m.
Intro Mgmt Science
Tues. 1:30 to 3 & 3 to 4:30
Colloge Algebra
Mon & Wed 10 to 2
Trigonometry
Mon & Wed 2 to 7:30
Intro Calculus I
Tues & Thurs 12 to 4 & 5:30 to 7:30
Intro Calc II, Adv. Calculus
Tues & Thurs 12 to 2
Statistics
Tues & Thurs 4:30 to 7:30
Introduction to Information Sciences
Mon & Wed 12 to 4 & 4:30 to 7:15

Introduction to Sys. Software
Tues & Thurs 12 to 4
Intro to Information Systems
Tues & Thurs 12 to 4
On-Line System Design
Tues & Thurs 3 to 4 & 6:15 to 7:15
Data & File Structures
Tues & Thurs 3 to 4
Prin of Economics I & II
Mon & Wed 3 to 5 &
Tues & Thurs 10 to 12
Fund, of Physics I & II
Mon&Wedlltol
Reference Style & Comp.
Mon 3 to 5
Tues 9 to 12 & 1 to 5
Wed 11 tol&2 to5
Thurs 9 to 12 & 1 to 7:30
Spanish
Mon to Thurs 1 to 2
**Available by appointment only**
Comprehension, Rate, and
Vocabulary
Study Orientation Seminar
Any student desiring tutoring or
assistance can contact the Academic
Skills and Enrichment Center in Bldg
2 room 1003, ext. 2766
hours listed are subject to change
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Evil Maracas fire up
Metropolis crowd
By John Oehser
Staff

The Metropolis audience listened
attentively to the band as they
pounded and thrashed out their
unique blend of rock ’n’ roll,
reggae, country and thrash.
Occasionally, somebody would go
out for a beer or outside for some
relief from the stifling heat of the
building.
From the right of the stage, the
guitarist broke into a choppy upbeat
rendition of Smokey Robinson’s
’’Tears of a Clown. ’ The drummer
and bassist pounded out a steady,
powerful
beat
yanking
the
onlookers from their seats in
unison and forcing them to dance.
As he played, the bass player
kicked unceasingly at one of several
large plastic bags of shredded
paper. The singer followed his lead,
hurling paper at his fans as they
thrashed around the stage hurling
the shreds back in his face.
As the crowd weaved around the
floor, paper flew
into the club,
settling on the few who still sat in
the their seats. The paper even
found its way onto the heads of the
source of this frenzy; the Evil
Maracas.
Those who have seen the
Maracas, formerly Big Velvet Elvis,
know the energy and ability of the
individuals comprising the group.
The band represents an extensive
sample
of
Jacksonville’s
underground music scene of the
middle 1980’s.
Guitarist and vocalist Palmer
Wood, formerly of Horsechild
Breakfast, is a captivating singer
and versatile lyricist.
Wood’s
compositions
range
from
the
catchy, ’’Nothings Gonna Change”
to the hilarious mobile home park
ballad, ’’Land of the Doublewides.
Joining Palmer on lead guitar
and vocals is former Stevie Stilletto
and the Switchblades guitarist
Thommy Berlin. Berlin said he
became interested in music because
’’it seemed more fun than welding.”
Berlin and Wood write nearly all
of the band’s original songs and
sing the majority performed live by
the four-man outfit. Like his stage
style, Berlin’s songs hit the listener
in the gut and force him
to
attention.
’’The difference between our
songs,” Berlin said, "is that mine
are more eclectic, more straight
edge. Palmer's are a little more
straight ahead rock and roll. That
formula isn’t set in stone but that’s
the way they usually turn out.”
"Basically, the difference is that
I sing the ones I write and he sings
the ones he writes," Wood said.
Bassist Chris McFall and
Drummer Steve Bauchnecht have
played together off and on since
they hooked up in 1984 providing
the tempo for the Blaine Crews
Band. Their years of experience
together pay off as they intuitively
set the pace for the Evil Maracas.
"We really get up inside each

other, we know how each other’s
going to play," Bauchnecht said.
Chris and I think very similarly
about what’s going to go where in a
song."
The members of the Evil Maracas
became aware of each other’s
talents while in their respective
groups around Jacksonville. The
four have existed as a group for just
over two years.
McFall, who said "My mother
wanted me to be a shrimper so I
bought a bass, left the band for a
brief period last fall, returning
early this summer to return the
band to its original foursome.
Bauchnect, who claims he plays
rock
’n'
roll
"because
the
McDonald's jazz band wouldn't
take me," is heavily influenced by
Who
drummer
Keith
Moon.
Bauchnect
plays
a
distinct,
consistent drums and is often a
stabilizing force during the diverse
Maraca set.
"Steve keeps things under
control sometimes," McFall said. "I
have a tendency to go crazy up there
but Steve is always there."
If I've made this band out to be a
bunch of thrashing, fun-at-all costs
derelicts then the Maracas would
probably be pretty pleased.
The only problem with that
description is that this band is
serious about music and strives to
challenge their listener.
The four can switch from
thrashing with onlookers while
covering a New York Dolls tune to
soothing the crowd during Berlin's
"Time to Get Tough," a composition
that begins as a ballad and
crescendos into a raucous guitar
party.
The band’s music consists of a
powerful mix of originals and
covers ranging from Motorhead to
the Talking Heads.
"We probably spend more time
deciding which songs to cover than
we do writing our originals," Berlin
said
laughing.
"Seriously,
we
choose songs that we like and songs
that we can get our own angle on. If
we can’t add something to the song,
we usually won’t bother with it."
"The most important thing about
a cover is to have fun with it and do
something we like," McFall said.
The Evil Maracas currently are
in the final stages of producing
their album, "Necessary Evil," on
the Squished Renfro label. Their
other recording effort was the tape
"Disgraceland’’ under the name
Big Velvet Elvis. With the success of
Kentucky's Velvet Elvis the band
switched their name to the Evil
Maracas.
Following the release of the
album the band will tour Florida
and Georgia while setting their
sights further north in an effort to
capture a
nationwide audience.
The group hopes to play several
October dates at UNF’s boathouse
and will perform at Ferrell’s Elbow
Room, Sept. 30 and Metropolis,
Oct. 1.

THE

SPINNAKER
Needs to pay you !
The Advertising department is looking for
students to fill the following positions;
Office Assistant - 20hours per week @ $3.35
CWSP or OPS
Salespersons - Commissions, many clients that
need minimal servicing, many contacts for new
clients,bonus for new clients.
Apply © the SPINNAKER office Bldg 3. Room 2244

Dead cat for president?
By Declan Doyle
Contributor

One dozen UNF students were
randomly selected to answer a
series of questions pertaining to
their political behavior.
They were asked to nominate a
famous person whom they would
like to see in the White House. Lee
Iacocca received two votes; St.
Francis of Assisi, Harry S.
Truman, Teddy Roosevelt, Mickey
Mouse, Whoopi Goldberg and
"Dead Cat," each received one vote.
Students were also asked if they
had registered and for whom they
planned to vote.
The upcoming presidential
elections provide a litmus test of
where the students at UNF stand.
Keith McDonald, a senior
majoring in electrical engineering,
said he has registered but is not
sure whether he’ll vote. "I haven’t
found anyone worth voting for," he
said, echoing the reply of many
students interviewed at UNF.
McDonald said he felt the leading
candidates of are, "a bunch of idiots
who seem to be out of touch with
reality."
Dominique Wasume, a senior

Rubes®

criminal justice major, is not
registered to vote now but plans to
do so in order to vote for Dukakis.
"He is a ’people’s candidate' who is
for the working person," she said.
Susan Ridge, a graduate student
of English education, is registered
to vote and plans to vote for Bush
because he, "reflects my own
personal feelings."
Anthony Delima, a graduate
student of information systems,
said he is registered and plans to
vote for George Bush. Delima said
Bush's experience as vice-president
make him the logical choice.
"Bush knows what it's all about to
run the country."
Today’s college students are
often regarded as apathetic political
non-actors; witness that neither
political party has courted
America’s college student vote, a
far cry from the 1960s when
political activism on U.S. college
campuses peaked and could not be
ignored.
However, today’s college
students, some of whom are the
children of yesterday’s activists, are
often guilty of political apathy.

By Leigh Rubin

Fire, ignited by a bolt of lightning completely gutted
the atheist’s meeting hall. Unfortunately for them
their insurance policy did not cover acts of God.

SALLY

SUPPLY
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Child development center provides educational setting
By Lavada Haupt
Staff

"A child care center is in the best
interest of students since some
students would not be able to attend
the university without child care
facilities,” said Everett Malcolm,
director
of the
UNF
Child
Development Center.
The center’s goal is to provide an
educational setting and positive
learning experience for children
ages two to 14, Malcolm said.
The complete readiness program

for children includes an arts and
crafts
program,
a
movement
education program, a summer
preschool swimming program, a
ballet program, and a formal
education program for preschool
children.
”We are considered a model
center
within
the
city
of
Jacksonville, and many people are
referred to us when they are
interested
in
establishing
or
upgrading a child development
center," Malcolm said.

Malcolm was selected by Mayor
Tommy Hazouri to serve on the
mayor’s task force for improving
the quality of day care within the
city of Jacksonville. The mayor’s
office also selected the UNF center
to hold opening ceremonies for the
1988 National Week of the Child
celebration
in
Jacksonville,
Malcolm said.
Malcolm started the center in
May 1975 with 10 children, and now
almost 400 are registered. He said
they never have more than 65
children at any one given time so
children will have more freedom
for indoor and outdoor space.
The center is staffed with
professionals who are fully certified
with required day care instruction
courses and extended requirements
from the center. The staff has

multi-media first aid training and
a minimum of five years experience
working with young children. The
22 student assistants employed in
the center are working toward their
bachelor’s or master's degree in
early childhood education and/or a
related educational field.
The program is set up so UNF
students receive first priority, then
faculty and staff, alumni, FCCJ
students, and the general public.
"The more needs of the university
student
that
can
be
met,
the happier their educational
process is going to be, and in turn
the better that is going to help the
university in its future recruitment
efforts throughout the city of
Jacksonville
and
the
state,"
Malcolm said.

UNF offers rare course on AIDS
By John Aimone and Tony
Burke
Contributors

With AIDS threatening to reach
epidemic levels, a suprising lack of
knowledge about it and other
sexually transmitted diseases has
contributed to an even higher
human toll, said Dr. Gerald Stine,
a UNF microbiologist and
geneticist.
As a result, Stine has developed
and is teaching "The Biology of
AIDS and Other Sexually
Transmitted Diseases," believed to
be the first course of its kind taught
within the State University System
of Florida. The course is believed to
be one of just two such courses
taught nationally.
The course was first taught this
past summer and there are 23
students registered in the class this
term. The class is being taught
through films, slides and guest
speakers. Stine said the course
objective is to give people an
understanding of sexually
transmitted diseases and effective
preventative measures.
"Our legislature wants
physicians, teachers and students
to become well informed about the
facts, and considered passing a bill
that would have mandated AIDS
education for teaching
recertification," Stine said.
"People are only now recognizing
the depth of agony, as well as
economic and social loss associated
with the AIDS disease. If a cure for
AIDS is not found, and I do not
believe one will be found in the next
five years, our next legislature may
well mandate special teacher
training to educate children and
young adults in our school system,"
Stine said.
Since 1981, more than 70,000
cases of AIDS have been diagnosed,

with 12,500 cases diagnosed during
the first half of 1988. The Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta reports
that about 2,800 new cases are
reported each month. The CDC is
the national source for information
on the subject.
As of July 29,1988, 234 AIDS
cases have been confirmed in Duval
County and the disease has claimed
217 lives here, according to Roni
Sanlow of the Jacksonville AIDS
Clinic.
An AIDS Awareness Test
conducted by the UNF Math\Stat
Club found that of those UNF
students surveyed, most were well
informed about AIDS. However,
the two areas students lacked
knowledge in were how the AIDS
virus was transmitted and which
groups are at high risk for
contracting the AIDS virus.
The final question on the survey
was the following: Do you believe
that within the next five years,
AIDS will be the leading cause of
death for Americans between the
ages of 20 and 29? There was no
correct answer for this question, yet
of those who participated in the
survey, 68 percent said "Yes."
"My pet peeve, and part of the
reason for developing this course,
has been the conflicting
information about the disease.
There’s a lot of disparity. A major
part of the problem is a lack of
understanding of the AIDS virus'
biological behavior. Because we
don’t fully understand its behavior,
a lot of misinformation is passed,"
said Stine.
"From a biological standpoint,
sex is regarded as an innate
behavior. Obviously, nothing is
ever going to stop sex, so abstinence
is not the answer. We can,
however, get people to change their
sexual habits," said Stine.

Want to move
up quickly?

Marines
VISIT SGT HUNT OUTSIDE THE BOOKSTORE AREA
OCT 31-NOV 3, 1988
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Bringing the art

community together...

The Potter's Guild

Fine arts professor Ken McMillan serves as the
Potter’s Guild advisor. The sculpture is an example
of a ’’kiln god” formed each time a new kiln is built.

By Tiffany Rohweller and
Linda Francis
Staff

"The Potter’s Guild is not only
for those in the ceramics classes,
but for students interested in the
arts. We want to bring the art
community together here at UNF,"
said Belinda Browning, president
of the guild.
Browning said for years there
has been a chasm between the fine
art and graphics students. "We
are giving them a chance to come
together and discuss art topics and
techniques," she said.
The guild participates in many
activities at UNF. Peggy Johnson,
alumni advisor to the guild, said
that they do many workshops and
demonstrations.
They have worked with special
education,
Oktoberfest,
Spring
Music Fest, and once a year take a
field trip to the Savannah College
of Art & Design. However, the
Guild is most widely known for
their
annual
Christmas
and
spring pottery sale.
The students sell items they
make in class. The money made
from the pottery sales goes into the
guild to "provide funds for
materials, field trips and student
scholarships," Johnson said.
The scholarships are a very
important aspect of the guild. "We
sponsor high school graduates or
college students; the club decides
who is awarded the scholarship.
We find a need, then pursue it,"
she said.
Browning said they have also
given no-interest loans to students
within the arts department.
This year the Potter’s Guild has

also started bi-weekly luncheon
seminars.
"The luncheon seminars offer
an opportunity for both fine arts
and graphic students, as well as
art lovers, to interact and
exchange information and ideas
with
artists
from
the
community," Browning said. She
describes the seminars as "an art
think tank."
The guild’s advisor, Fine Arts
Professor/Sculptor Ken McMillan
said he
likes the idea of the
informal
atmosphere
where
people can feel free to ask
questions and where there is
more opportunity for discussion.
Browning said they often have
guest speakers such as Paul
Karabinis, curator of the UNF
Gallery
and
Paul
Ladnier,
director of university graphics.
"They
discuss
color,
form
techniques,
and
career
possibilities. The speakers allow
us
to
learn
from
their
experiences," she said.
McMillan said he is very proud
of the Potter’s Guild. "They have
been around for years and are
still very active. It's great for
community relations."
McMillian said he has many
expectations for the future.
’I
look forward to having a graduate
program. I would like to see UNF
offer a Master’s degree in Fine
Arts, maybe within the next five
or ten years."
The next luncheon meeting is
scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 20,
at noon. All luncheons take place
at Ryan’s Steak House on Beach
Boulevard.

A kiln, ’’Shegama," built by Peggy Johnson, alumni advisor to the
guild.

Unusual pieces created by the UNF Potter’s Guild.

Photos by Susan P. Stanton

Page Layout by Jeffrey McFarland
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American music program recruits only the best
By Patricia G. Cheney

as
professional
musicians
or
teachers, Matteson said.
"We're looking for the best kids
"Just recruiting won't do it,"
we can find, and so is everybody Matteson said.
"No matter how
else," said Rich Matteson, professor much money you use to recruit,
of American music.
students won't come if you don't
Matteson says when he recruits, offer what you promised them in
the kids he looks for are all-state the way of an education."
musicians.
Wherever he recruited this
Usually every state creates an all summer, Matteson said he played
state jazz band.
High school the tape of last year's bands to
students audition for the positions interest students.
of the five best trumpet, saxophone,
The program has some new
trombone, piano, bass players and
drummers, Matteson said.
About 45 students comprise the
two bands in the American Music
Program
(AMP)
this
year,
Matteson said. Six or seven or last
year's students did not return.
However, the program gained more
students than it lost, he said.
Many of the new AMP students
are the result of summer recruiting
done out-of-state, Matteson said.
Two of the obstacles to recruiting
were UNFs lack of widespread
reputation and the newness of the
American
Music
Program,
Matteson said.
Matteson had to let band
directors know what the AMP has
to offer and what is unique about
the program, he said.
While talking to parents,
Matteson said he had to explain the
availability of scholarships and the faculty members as well.
reasons why he is interested in
Bruce Silva has joined the AMP
their children's joining the AMP.
as
Matteson’s
administrative
Parents and high school band assistant, leader of the second band
directors are interested in the and jazz trumpet instructor. Silva
scholarships offered and in the will handle the logistical work for
kind of education available so the the program.
students will be able to earn livings
In January, Jack Peterson will
Associate Editor

join the program to teach
jazz
improvisation, guitar and piano.
Three additional adjuncts were
hired for the Music department.
Don Zentz teaches jazz saxophone;
Jane Prince teaches flute and
woodwind methods; and John
Moak (from last year's 1:30 band)
teaches advanced jazz trombone,
Matteson said.
The UNF jazz program began
when Ira Koger endowed the chair
in American Music.
Matteson

joined UNF in August, 1986.
Koger asked Matteson to leave
North Texas State University
(NTSU) where he had been
teaching for 13 years to come to
UNF to establish the program.
When Matteson agreed to join
UNF, he requested that Bill Prince

from Florida Atlantic University
(FAU) and Marc Dickman Jr. from
NTSU join his "team."
At UNF, Matteson established
the Ira Koger Invitational Jazz
Festival and founded The Tuesday
Night Dues Band, the adult jazz
band.
Matteson said last year's students
in the AMP were far above average
in talent, had strong ability as
musicians and were dedicated to
the development of their ability.
Some of the highlights of the
87/88 year for the AMP include
performances at The Jacksonville
Jazz Festival, Walt Disney World
and The Ira Koger 2nd Annual
Invitational Jazz Festival.
The dixieland band, The River
City Rhythm Kings, won the
National
Association
of Jazz
Educators/Southern
Comfort
National
Collegiate
Dixieland
Competition in Detroit.
At the Suncoast Jazz Festival in
Tampa,
Downbeat
magazine
selected the 1:30 Band as the best
band at the festival. That honor
resulted in an invitation to perform
at Musicfest USA in Orlando.
The typical college jazz band
would perform at fall and spring
concerts on campus and often have
its own jazz festival, Dickman said.
However, "the average jazz band
plays no where near the level [of
the 1:30 band] and doesn't do half
the things [the 1:30 band does].
This band gets hired on the
professional level."
The first performance of the year
is scheduled for Sept. 23 at the
Osprey Auction.

Try a Macintosh today
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New guidelines improve financial aid
By Linda Francis

for aid at a time when she or he
needs it the most," said McKinney.
Students who were ineligible for
A student recently divorced, one
financial aid or student loans in the who traded full-time for part-time
past, may now be eligible under employment or one who lost
new guidelines.
academic support because of a
"Students this term should begin death in the family, can now be
to see positive changes in their evaluated on Federal regulations
student financial aid at UNF," said permitting
colleges
and
Dr. Bernadine J. Bolden, vice universities to make professional
president for student affairs.
judgments on a case-by-case basis.
She says she credits these UNF has established a Professional
improvements
and
"additional Judgment Committee for this
enchancements
in
upcoming purpose.
terms" to Student Financial Aid
Other changes in financial aid
Director Mary H. McKinney and involve the College Work-Study
her staff.
Program (CWSP),
a type of
The enhancements will result financial aid which pays students
from changes in financial aid an hourly wage for employment in
policy, aid packaging sequences UNF offices (and occasionally in the
and a revision of the student budget offices of local non-profit agencies).
from which the aid is calculated, "We’ve changed the procedure in
McKinney said.
awarding CWSP to encourage
To begin with, the financial aid students to use the program as part
application
form
has
been of the contribution (self-help figure)
simplified and instructions have to the student's educational and
been added for its completion. The living expenses," said McKinney.
notification of awards will be
The advantage in the CWSP
announced much earlier in the award is that it does not have to be
coming
academic
year
so repaid, unlike the Ioan programs.
"applicants meeting the April 1 Students may decline the CWSP aid
deadline will begin to be notified of option if they are either currently
their awards by early summer," employed elsewhere or feel their
said McKinney.
coursework is too demanding.
Help may be available for
McKinney said she is developing
students now whose personal an
Institutional
Work-Study
situations make it impossible for Program which is less needthem to qualify for financial aid in oriented and will allow the
the usual way.
"Because aid is university to utilize students who
based on the previous year’s tax have special abilities in campus
return, a student whose financial programs and offices.
situation has changed suddenly,
A change in the Pell Grant
very often has difficulty qualifying policies will allow UNF students
Staff

win a Sony Discman.

who have attended less than fulltime in either the fall or spring
semester to receive unused Pell
Grant funds for the summer term.
A Financial Aid Scholarship
Committee is expected to centralize
the scholarship process and put
decision-making in the hands of
those who best know students.
The committee, as planned, will
be made up of two representatives
from SGA, one from each college,
one from University Relations and
one at-large representative selected
by the Vice President for Student
Affairs.
This committee will be
chaired by the Director of Student
Financial Aid.
Future improvements in the
financial
aid
picture
include
answering UNF student’s requests
for earlier check disbursement,
which will meet the requirements
of the federal government and
necessary record keeping, yet
continue the option for text
purchases.
Releasing checks
immediately following Drop-Add
does not allow enough time for book
charges to be subtracted from the
total, McKinney said.
"We feel that discontinuing the
book voucher to allow for earlier
disbursement is not the best
solution to this problem, so we will
continue to look for what would
serve our students best," she said.
"Rules and regulations for
student
aid
have
changed
drastically this year, taking care of
some of the inequities, while
creating others. But for the most
part, it is better," McKinney said.

Evaluations are
private, by law
By Linda Francis
Staff

A recent letter to the editor asked:
"What happens to the evaluations of
instructors?" and "Why are the
evaluations not made available to
the student body as is customary at
other universities?"
According to Dr. Myna Porter,
assistant
vice
president
for
academic affairs, the evaluations
are compiled at the computer
science center and first given to
Vice
President
for
Academic
Affairs John Bardo, Ph.D., who
then passes the results on to the
individual professors.
Each professor must meet with
the dean of his or her department to
discuss the evaluations.
The
evaluations are also made a part of
each professor’s evaluative file.
In
explaining
why
this
information is not released to
students,
Porter
said,
"All
university files are subject to the
Sunshine
Law
except
those
containing evaluative information
which may be kept from public
scrutiny."
In addition, Porter said the
collective bargaining agreement
between the Florida Board of
Regents and the United Faculty of
Florida guarantees that faculty
evaluative information will not be
released to the public.
This is also true of individual
student
evaluative
information

(See Evaluations, pg. 11)

WE'LL PAY BACK
YOUR LOAN,
BUT THERE'S A HITCH.
You’ll like it, though.
Because every year you serve with
us, we reduce your college debt by
one-third or $1,500, whichever is
greater. Greater still, after three years
your loan’s repaid in full.
You’ll also like the satisfaction and
pride you’ll feel as you learn a valuable
skill. One you use to serve yourself as
well as your country.
It’s all a part of the Loan Repay
ment Program, To qualify, you must
have taken out a National Direct,
Guaranteed or Federally Insured
Student Loan after October 1,1975.
And your loan can’t be in default.
So if you’d like Uncle Sam to pay
off your college loan, pay your local
Army Recruiter a visit today. Or call.

ARMY.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
Jacksonville
West
SSG Calhoun
786-5800

Orange Park
SFC Belote
272-4601

Jacksonville
Beach
SSG Mullaly
241-3115

Jacksonville
North
SFC Mannette
768-1577

Jacksonville
South
SFC Parks
396-4738
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“Freshman Ten”
afflicts college
newcomers
By Alicia E. Cyrus
staff
"Leaving the 'nest' to go to
college implies independence, a
time to become ’your own person’,"
said Madeline Miller-Pineda with
Weight Watchers. "It’s also a time
to leave behind 'mom’s home
cooking."
Freshman students away at
school tend to gain weight during
their first year of college while
trying to deal with frustration and
depression.
Midnight
pizza
attacks, keg parties and hurried
schedules
contribute to
the
"Freshman Ten" Syndrome.
Miller-Pineda
said
females
especially tend to gain weight
during their first years of college.
Director of the UNF Wellness
Center, Joan Nicholson, said the
center offers several programs to
help students concerned with their
weight.
An eight week seminar
entitled "Fit not Fat" is scheduled
for Mondays from 12:15 p.m. to 1:15
p.m. The Wellness Center also
offers an Individual Instruction
and
Computer
Program
Nutritional Analysis.
Nicholson
said students who are concerned
about their weight can come by the
Wellness Center or call 646-2900 to
arrange an appointment.
Miller-Pineda with weight
watchers
recommend
that in
addition to consulting
a doctor
about weight problems students
should also follow some simple
guidelines to keep their weight
down:
*remember you have choices,
*try to eat three regular meals
daily,
*combine a salad and fruit for
lunch,
*avoid fried foods,
*remember no single food in and of
itself is fattening,
*alternate alcoholic beverages with
non-alcoholic drinks,
*beware of "munchy" foods at
parties
*don’t eliminate exercise because of
time pressures;
*and maintain a positive attitude
plan ahead.

Wellness
(from pg. 1)
and determined that there is a
need for more services.
The
committee
recommended
this
shared approach as a pilot project
for this year" Bolden said.
Nicholson said a request for
purchasing is being prepared by
Mike Vondolteren, director of
university purchasing, and
she
expects bids to be returned in six to
eight weeks. "The STHF will meet
again when the bids come back,
and we will decide where to go
from there."

Evaluations
(from pg. 9)
which is exempted from the
Sunshine Law. For example, the
university is not permitted to
release
student
transcript
information without the student’s
permission.
Dr. Bernadine Bolden, vice
president for student affairs said,
"Students should not take the
process lightly as all of the
evaluations are seen by the
chairperson and the dean of the
college."

DOMINO’S PIZZA’GUARANTEES

HOT
&
FRESH!
HOT & FRESH
Your pizza from Domino’s
Pizza is always hot and
fresh from the oven
because it’s delivered like magic - in less than 30
minutes. We guarantee it!
If you’re not happy with
your pizza for any reason,
we will replace it or refund
your money. So call
Domino’s Pizza®
today.

SAVINGS
Redeem the discount
coupons on this ad and
save on your next purchase
from Domino’s Pizza. Call
now before the offer
disappears!

MENU

Our 16", 12-slice large
pizza serves 4-6 persons.

Our cheese pizza:
12” $6.02

16” $8.17

The ExtravaganZZa® is

Questions or problem?
Please call the store
manager or your Customer
Service Line 10AM-1AM
Eastern time daily.
1-800-336-6466.

the ultimate combination
of 9 carefully selected
and portioned toppings
for the price of 5!
12” $11.12 16” $15.42

Serving University of
North Florida:

Or any combination of
12 delicious toppings:

Hours:

Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Bacon, Black Olives,
Onions, Green Peppers,
Ground Beef, Ham,
Sausage, Hot Pepper
Rings, Extra Cheese and
Extra Thick Crust.
12” $1.02/topping
16” $1.45/topping

Every pizza is made by
hand to your order with
only the finest ingredients
and pizza toppings.

Coke® in 12 oz. cans
for $.55.

Our 12" 8-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons.

Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.

724-7206

10230 Atlantic Blvd.

11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11 AM-2 AM Fri. & Sat
Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Domino’s Pizza, Inc.

Pizza
-Hut

Chug-a-lug. Walk into Florida National
for Access Checking, and walk out with a
2-liter bottle of Pepsi® You also get another
chance to win a $10,000 Florida National
scholarship CD in Pepsi's “Make The Right
Choice" bottlecap game.

Makin’ it great!

Get carded. Then show
up with an appetite, 'causeAccess Checking comes with
a student discount card worth
big savings at Pizza Hut®

Believe your ears.
A snazzy AM IFM stereo
headset is yours free when
you sign up for Access
Checking at Florida National

The only student checking account
that comes withpizza, pop and rock.

K
Beaches Office
100 N. Third Street
(904)241-1718

Monument Road Office
1471 Monument Road
(904)642-7501

Member FDIC
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Classified

Free jazz at the Boathouse

RENTAL
BEAUTIFUL NEW
APARTMENT COMPLEX - 5
Min. from UNF. Save on travel and
study time. Nicely furnished efficiencies,
$299 per month. Unfurnished IBr, $329.
Short term leases available. Students and
staff welcome. From UNF, turn right
onto St. Johns Bluff, then go to the third
stoplight and turn right onto Alden Rd.
just past Sandalwood High School on the
right. Pine Barrens Apts. 642-8967.

WANTED - Looking for roommate
and apartment. Leave message 824-5108
eve.
BACK
TO
SCHOOL
SPECIAL - $100.00 off first months
rent. Energy efficient 1 and 2 Br.
apartments $300 to $369. ALDEN
TRACE Apartments 11815 Alden Rd.
Just past Sandalwood High School on the
left. 642-6770.
WANTED - Responsible, female
roommate to share 2 Br. apt. 1/2 rent and
Util. Minutes from UNF. Call Cheryl @
645-3067.

MISCELLANEOUS
OLYMPUS OM10 - w/ flash
adapter. Like new. Includes Fl .8 50mm,
Sigma 75-250mm zoom, Vivitar zoom
thyristor 2500, Skylight filter, Sepia
filter, Macro lens, Star filter. Asking
only $300 for all. Call Karen @ 7336047 after 6p.m.

1974 VW VAN - Good Condition,
Best offer. Call 641-2679.
FOR SALE - Britannica's; 86 ed,
like new, hardly used, $600. Compton's
Enc.; 86 ed, like new, hardly used, $100.
Child Craft; like new, hardly used, $75.
Call 879-2842.

1981 750 LTD - Kawasaki for
sale. Runs excellent, new chain and
sprocket, 22,000 mi. Needs cosmetics
and new brakes. Best offer. Call Joe @
646>-2727.
'81 HONDA CIVIC - 3 door, 5
spd., 77 kmi., A/C, am/fm, good cond.
Efficient and reliable, one owner. $1500
Home 646-1874 work 791-6854.

FOR SALE - 26" RCA XL Color
TV. Floor model w/ swivel base,
excellent color and condition. Asking
$150. Call Arva @ 641-7439 eve or
X2797 on campus.
TUTORING - English and French.
Mandarin - Beauclerc area. Call 731-3369.

MIDDLEBURG COMMUTER looking for rider from Middleburg/O.P.
area to UNF that would help pay gas and
tolls. Call Kirk @ 282-0633 anytime day
or eve.
COMMUTING
FROM
GAINESVILLE ? - Interested in
carpooling? Call Jay @ 376-9785 eve. or
372-2900 M,W,F days.

FREE KITTENS -Shorthair, Male
and Female. Black, Calico and Tiger
stripe, Call 646-2727 ask for Joe

EMPLOYMENT
VOLUNTEER NEEDED- to do
graphic layout for Riverside Avondale
Preservation’s bimonthly newsletter. If
interested call 389-2449.
BABYSITTER!MOTHER 'S
HELPER - Couple working from
home office need responsible student for
afternoon child care. Pick-up from
nursery school, supervise lunch, nap,
play, occasional outings, errands,
straighten-up. Any 3 or 4 afternoons
Mon-Fri. from 11:45 - 5:00. Fla Drivers
licence and References required. $4.50
Call Deborah Peeples 249-1129.

NEED MONEY ?• The Spinnaker
is looking for an office assistant, CWSP
or OPS, and commissioned salespersons
to work existing and new clients. Call
646-2727.

TYPING
TYPING- Fast, accurate, dependable.
Resumes, term papers (APA), etc.
Several years experience with excellent
spelling/proofreading skills. Call Elaine
at 731-7301.

FOR SALE - 3 cameras. 35mm
S/L/R Japanese Plastic body. Great for
kids. $15 each. Call 241-7497.

By Steve McCahan
Contributor

A stop at the Boathouse Sept. 14
provided a pleasant surprise—the
joint was jumping to jazz. The
music was live and came courtesy
of
UNF's
American
Music
Program.
Three different combos played
and each of the groups was
comprised
of
student
jazz
musicians who study under UNF
jazz professors Rich Matteson and
Bill Prince, Ph.D.
Three of the members were
winners of the 1988 National
Dixieland Champions, the River
City Rhythm Kings.
Dubbed simply as groups A, B
and C, by their overseer Marc
Dickman, M.M., instructor of low
brass,
the
combos
featured
students
with
advanced
improvisational skills.
The informal concert provided
the
players
with
experience
performing before a live audience
and the players, in return,
provided the audience with some of
the best jazz going in this town.
Dickman provided the following
information about the different
groups and the numbers they
performed.
Group A members Rickey
Ravelo (bass), Doug Matthews
(piano), Tom Hurst (drums), Todd
Beals (trumpet) and Jeff Simpson
(alto and tenor saxophone and
flute) performed "Freddie the
Freeloader," "Ceora" and "No
Name Blues."
Group B members Sean
Tarleton
(bass),
Kevin
Bales

(piano), Eric Burcher (drums),
Karl Poole (alto sax), Bill Hoshall
(tenor sax) and Alex Kittle
(trombone) performed "Sometimes
I'm
Happy"
and
"Pinewood
Village."
Group C members Tarleton,
Noel
Freidline
(piano),
Pete
Chmielewski
(drums),
Marcus
Printup (trumpet), Tom Dietz
(tenor sax) and Scott Rademacher
(soprano and tenor sax) performed
"Dat
Dere,"
"Blue
Sunday,"
"Witchhunt" and "There'll Never
Be Another You."
The Boathouse patrons received
a special treat when Ricky
Kirkland sat in on drums and
played "Take the 'A' Train" with
Group A and "Sister Sadie" with
Group B.
Formerly with Ray
Charles, Kirkland is now UNF’s
drum set instructor.
The people who were there,
however, enjoyed what they heard
and responded accordingly with
enthusiastic applause and ear
splitting whistles.
The good news for UNF students
is there will be more free
performances
throughout
the
semester.
The next concert is already
scheduled for Sept. 28, and I'm
willing to bet once the word gets
around about what happened at the
first concert, seats at the Boathouse
will be at a premium

SGA elections begin Oct. 4
By Elissa Lutz
Staff

The elections for Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
senators are scheduled for October
4 and 5.
At least 30 students are expected
to compete for the 20 available
senate seats, said Valerie Molina,
SGA vice president.
The student senate is the
legislative branch of SGA.
It oversees the Academic and
Service (A&S) fees budget of
$500,000.
"As a senator, you can be
involved in event planning, campus
construction,
and
budget
planning," Regina Steven, elections
chairperson, said. "You can be an

advocate for students."
The 40 senators meet every two
weeks and serve on one university
and one senate committee.
"SGA is an organization that
has room for everyone," Steven,
said.
"There are a number of
different areas or projects that a
senator can choose to work on,
depending on his or her interests."
Applications for senators are due
Sept. 23.
The applications are available in
the SGA office or at the election
displays around campus.
The polls are scheduled to be in
front of the bookstore from 9 a.m.
until noon; outside Bldg. 14 from
12:15 to 3 p.m.; and in the library
atrium from 3:15 to 7 p.m. on both
days.

C.C. & COMPANY
THE ONLY PLACE FOR HAIRSTYLING

9924 Beach Blvd.
Jacksonville, Fl. 32216

Stanley M. Kaplan

KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD

PRESENT YOUR STUDENT LD.
AND GET A TERRIFIC HAIRCUT
FOR ONLY TEN DOLLARS!!
PAT KOEHLER
JUDY COCH, Formerly of
Hair Unlimited

PHONE 642-2665
Open 6 days a week
Evenings by appointment
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Soccer is on the rise
By Anne Patrice Clarke
Sports Editor

Women’s organized athletics
in Jacksonville seems to be at an
all-time low. The UNF recreation
department is trying to change
the
tides.
Club
Sports
Coordinator Allison Levy said,
"We really want to get the women
at UNF involved in all the
programs...currently we started
a women’s soccer club with a lot
of support.”
The team has 14 consistent
athlete’s
attending
practices
according to women’s soccer
coach Carol Butler. The problem
is that everyone is not able to
show up for each and every
practice. ’’Members are not all
UNF students," Butler said.
"Many are commuter students
with responsiblities at home so it
is tough to come all the way out to
UNF in that 5 o’clock rush hour."
Coach Butler is a pre-school
teacher and mother of a pre
schooler
with
extensive
experience in soccer.
She has
coached high school soccer in
Wisconsin and played collegiate
soccer at the University of
Wisconsin.
"I started as a player at UNF

A new UNF golf team

last year then took over as coach
because the previous coach was
unorganized," Butler stated.
To promote the new soccer
program
at
UNF
an
advertisement was placed in the
sports brief of the Times-Union.
"We got a lot of response,
Jacksonville
needs
women’s
teams, now women have to play in
a men's soccer league," said
Butler.
"I am pleased at the
turnout."
The problem of invovement can
be attributed to the small amount
of women's organized sports.
Butler states, "We can't really
feed off other teams because their
are very few." "Also UNF doesn't
have an athletic crowd yet...it’s
not like students stay around
school all day.”
The soccer team has
purchased uniforms "that will be
turned in after each game,"
confirmed Butler. A schedule has
been set for the fall season
headlining
the
Octoberfest
tournament
for
men’s
and
women’s soccer held at UNF

RESERVE

prepares for the fall season
By Tony Burke
Sports Information Director

The UNF men's golf team,
coming off its best season, which
included an eighth-place finish at
the NAIA national tournament last
spring, will compete in five fall
tournaments.
The Ospreys must find
replacements for last year’s top
three players. Jeff Thorsen, UNF’s
first All-American golfer, is not
eligible this fall. Carey Splane and
Bobby Long, mainstays from last
year’s team, nave graduated.
Returning lettermen include
senior Kevin Coursey, junior John
Brooks, and sophomores David
Alexander and Darrell Roland.
Four seasoned junior college
transfers will join the sguad,
Mark Dunn, from Palatka, and
Mats Nielsson, from Heidelberg,

Sweden, both joined UNF from
FCCJ.
Eerik Kauppinen, from
Atlantis, Fla., transfered from
Palm Beach Junior College and
Bart Howse, national junior college
champion
from
Birmingham,
Ala., transfered from
Alexander
City Junior College.
UNF will compete in the
following fall tournaments:
Sept. 17-20 Guilford College
Invitational—Greensboro, NC
(Cardinal)
Oct. 1-3 Stetson
Invitational—Daytona Beach
(Indigo)
Oct. 15-17 Embry-Riddle
Invitational—Palm Coast (Palm
Harbor)
Nov. 3-6 Florida
Intercollegiate—Palm Coast
(Matanzas)
Dec. 4-7 Gator Bowl
Invitational—Amelia Island

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

Women's Soccer Schedule
Sept. 24 UNF at Flagler 4pm
Oct. 1 *Octoberfest Tournament
FCCJ South vs UNF 1pm
Rollins vs UNF 3pm
Oct. 10 Flagler at UNF 4pm
Oct. 16 UNF at Rollins 2pm
Oct. 22 *Gator Tournament at U.F
UNF vs Florida 9am
UNF vs Alabama 1:30pm

Cross Country Results
Men Team Standings
North Florida, 35; Florida, 50; Florida
International, 111; Citadel, 150;
Andrews College, 180; Orange Crush,
197; Gator Club, 205; J.U. 211; Santa Fe
CC, 223; FCCJ, 279.

Women Team Standings

Florida, 15; North Florida, 97; South
Florida, 97; Brevard CC, 112; Florida
International, 129; J.U. 139; Rollins
College, 182; Central Florida, 206.

Individual Results UNF

Women: Lisa Emry (9th) 19:27;
Freshman Denise Shank (15th) 19:43;
Julie Campbell (18th) 20:21; Annie
Kniedler (21st) 20:30; Lea Supemault
(34th) 22:25; Pam Ruckstuhl (41st)
23:05; Chris Florio (44th) 23:28.
Men: Eamon Grimes (3rd) 27:09;
Alton Barnes (5th) 27:28; Earl Stoner
(7th) 27:43; Tony Ryan (8th) 28:04; Mike
McCusker (12th) 28:14; John Hamilton
(15th) 28:25; Mark Van Alstine (23rd)
28:58; John Thrailkill (34th) 29:35; John
Guider (80th) 32:43; Mike Hunter (89th)
35:25.

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
BUT ONEY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC offers qualified students twoyear and three-year scholarships that pay
for tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You’ll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in
effect. So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more.
Contact: Major Robert Oates, Bldq 11, Rm 2105, Ph# 646-2813

*
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It's a long, winding road for UNF track
By Anne Patrice Clarke
would cost $18 to $20,000 to laydown rubberand
we are still paying off the baseball stadium,
and tennis courts, we are just not ready (for a
full-blown track) right now."
UNF has plans to build a gymnasium
before an efficient track will be designed. As
Healy stated,"Women's volleyball and men's
and women's basketball are higher visibility
sports which will help UNF go 'big time' in
the future."
Healy contends that in
order to have reason to build a track facility
they must field a full-blown track team with
pole vaulters, long jumpers, javelin...." At
that point UNF will probably field NCAA
Dhision I teams rather
the current
NAIA teams.
UNF's
cross-country team has won districts
consistently and beaten many NCAA
runners. The trails on campus seem to be
excellent training grounds for the distance
runners.
One problem for these runners is UNF’s
injury prone track. Mary Bums, UNF
athletic trainer, does not recommend using
track-shoes on the asphalt track; "it's like
running around the block, you can get shin
splints or stress fractures with the amount
of training our runners do." Bums
continued, 'With the tarton (rubber) surface
it is spongy and softer so it absorbs the shock."
For now it seems UNF will absorb the
shock of an expensive baseball stadium
and tennis facility rather than revitalizing the
current track program.

Sports Editor

"All I want is a rubberized surface on
three lanes," UNF track coach Bob Symons
said.
Currently the track/cross country team
must travel to the Florida Community College
North Campus to workout because the
University of North Florida does not have an
adequate track for training purposes.
"(The travel) is more cost to my program
and somewhat ridiculous," responded
Symons.
What may be ridiculous is that UNF
has a partial scholarship high-jumper
but no high-jump bar or pit. High-jumper
Leinessa Thompson said, "it is an
inconvience traveling a half-hour across
town just to practice."
UNF Sports Information Director
Tony Burke stated that "it would make
sense to get a high-jump if it is econom
ically feasible...a track is too large of a
capital investment right now."
The UNF track was built by CITF
(Capital Improvment Trust Fund) in 1983
with the intent of serving the students.
Athletic Director, Tom Healy said, "the tracK
is not regulation size (only three lanes), it was
designed as a practice track for recreational
purposes."
UNF's priority recruitment is for cross
country runners rather than track stars.
"Cross-country athlete's use the track season
basically to keep in shape," said Healy, "it

A Winning combo: Steffi and Mats

Growing with
Aquatics

1988 U.S. Open title qoes to the foreigners
By Anne Patrice Clarke
Sports Editor

Foreign players took the U. S.
Open from American talents once
again.
The semi-finals were the last
hope for an American victory. On
the women's side Chris Evert (Ft.
Lauderdale) and Zina Garrison
(Texas)
were
the
American
dreams; while on the men's side
Andre Agassi (Las Vegas) stood
alone.
After defeating fellow American
Jimmy Connors in the quarter
finals, 6-3, 7-6, 6-2, Agassi had to
By John Oehser
face Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia
staff
in the semi’s. Lendl dropped the
The UNF Aquatics Center staff first set against 18-year-old Agassi
is concentrating on increasing then rallied to sweep the next three
student use since intercollegiate sets, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4.
In the other men’s semi-final,
activities hinge on long-term
Mats Wilander defeated Darren
projects.
Currently, 841 of UNF's 7500 Cahill in straight sets, 6-4,6-4, 6-2.
For the American women, Evert
students are meihbers of the
center.
pulled out due to illness leaving
UNF students support the pool grand slam hopeful Steffi Graf in
with activity and service (A&S) the finals. Garrison was defeated
fees. "Students have supported the in straight sets 6-4 , 7-5 by the
Argentine,
Gabriela
pool
(financially)
from
the young
peginning," said Becky Purser, Sabatini.
The U.S. Open final followed suit
interim aquatics director.
The Student Government of being open, and foreigners would
Association, through student fees,
pays the coordinator’s, lifeguards' very few small colleges with
and front desk clerks' salaries so swimming programs."
"None of the 25 or so NAIA
students can swim at no charge,
Purser said.
schools
in
our
area
have
Last year, the center’s schedule swimming. That would leave us
included junior high and high competing with Florida and FSU
school championships, as well as (NCAA Division I schools), and
the River City Championships, the right now we just don't have the
Police Olympics and the Sunshine scholarship dollars. It looks like
State Games.
swimming will have to wait until
"One of the main reasons we we go NCAA."
Before UNF can join the
could bring the Sunshine State
Games to Jacksonville was because NCAA, the university must have
of the aquatics center at North three
additional
intercollegiate
Florida," said Bob Falk, regional team sports.
With intercollegiate activity
director of the Sunshine State
Games.
"There
isn’t
another hinging on long-term projects, the
facility in Jacksonville that could pool staff is concentrating on
student use.
J
hold the event besides UNF."
The center's growth is hindered
The facility is not associated
with the UNF Athletic Department. because UNF ^s a commuter
"A lot of
There are no plans for an campus, Purser said.
intercollegiate swim team any time students don't know we’re out here
soon, according to Dr. Tom Healy, yet. They come to school, park in
UNF athletic director.
Lots 1, 2 or 3, go to class and go
"It (a swim team) will eventually home. I’m sure some don't even
come," Healy said, "but there are

vie for the title.
Defending
champion, Lendl was set to play
Wilander of Sweden.
Nineteenyear-old Graf, of West Germany,
would face 18-year-old Sabatini.
American or not, the excitment
prevailed. Graf won the U.S. Open,
outlasting Sabatini in a three set
match 6-3, 3-6, 6-1.
By winning
her first United States Open title,
Graf completed a sweep of the four
major tennis tournaments:
the
Australian Open, French Open,
Wimbledon,
and
U.S.
Open
championship^ inthe same year
wh’£h &ave her a grand slam title.
Fifty years ago Don Budge of the
United States won the first grand
slam title.
Maureen fl Connolly
(U.S.) was next in 1953, then in
1962 the Australian connection
began Wdominate the grahd slam
victories. Rod Laver captured the
title in 1962 and repeated in 1969,
then in 1970 Margaret Court won
the four big titles.
Eighteen years later Steffi Graf
has a place in the record books, and
it seems she cogld repeat the
victory. In a CBS interview Don
Budge said, "Graf will dominate
women’s tennis...she could repeat
the grand slam title many times

over."
The men’s final proved to be just
as exciting as the big win by Graf.
For nearly five hours Wilander and
Lendl fought for the rights to the
computer ranking of the No. 1
player in the world. In the longest
Open final on record, Wilander
came out a winner, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3, 5-7,
6-4, and the first Swede to capture
the U.S. Open title.
Lendl not only lost the match but
he lost his No. 1 ranking, falling
three weeks shy of Connor's
record; 159 consecutive weeks on
the tog. As quoted in the TimesUnion, Lendl said, "it’s a lousy
feeling" but he seems ready to go on
fighting, "The most important
thing is to get fresh mentally and
physically, and get ready for the
Australian Open (in January)."
The 24-year-old Wilander won
the Australian Open this year as
well as the French but failed to take
the
Wimbledon
trophy
home
leaving him without that precious
grand slam victory.
Although the United States lost
its trophy to foreigners, the U.S.
Open still will remain a grand
slam event, and tennis players,
American or not, will vie for the
prestige of this American event.

1988 UNF Graduate Bichard Coale Presents

A Knight to Remember
An Original Comedy in Two Acts
University of North Florida Theatre

Friday and Saturday

October 7 & 8, 1988
7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Price $4.50
Advance Tickets on Sale
Beaches Arts & Crafts Gallery

319 North First Street, Jacksonville Beach

For Play, Audition and Ticket Information Call:

Richard Coale 285-2973 Home,646-0199 Work. M-F, 9-5

OKTOBERFEST

we

1988

SATURDAY OCTOBER 1, 1988
NOON -6pm
UNF SPORTS COMPLEX
Featuring:
UNF Jazz Bands under the
direction of Rich Matteson
and Bruce Silva
Hungry Five Plus German Band
5k cross country run (10:00am)
Osprey Baseball Double Header (1:00pm)

Arts and Crafts
Authentic German music
Imported and Domestic Beer
German Food
Displays and Games by
Student Organizations
Alumni Association Homecoming Activities

